Curriculum Report July 2022

MARC Library
In Term 3, MARC library classes will be using the shortlisted
books to explore the 2022 Children’s Book Council Award
theme, ‘Dreaming with Eyes Open’. Students will have the
opportunity to read and discuss titles nominated in the
categories of Early Childhood Book of the Year (juniors), Picture
Book of the Year (middle years) and Best New Illustrator
(seniors). Learning tasks include:
• Reading and comparing titles in a particular category
• Making connections with the themes in the texts
• Engaging with texts to create artworks and short pieces of
writing inspired by texts
• Using criteria to determine a preference for titles and
voting for the class ‘Book of the Year’.

PE

The start of Term 3 in Physical Education will be focused on physical fitness and challenge. This will be delivered through
gymnastics and skipping activities that aim to help students develop a strong mind and body connection to know when it is
same to challenge themselves and knowing their limits physically.
Through the unit students will learn about the different types of fitness, including cardiovascular endurance, muscular
endurance, muscular strength, flexibility, coordination, power, balance, and speed, and how we can measure the health and
fitness of our body and what exercises we can do to improve on each activity.
Students will be responsible for looking at their results and setting themselves goals for the term to achieve with their PE
profile.

Prep

RRRR &
Resilience
Project

•
•
•

Positive Coping Strategies
Managing emotions
Problem Solving

Maths

•
•
•

Understanding ‘teen’ numbers and numbers before and after
Counting backward and forward from various starting points
Interpreting simple data displays about yes / no questions

Reading

•

Writing

Inquiry

Working with digital texts for reading, viewing and creating,
including the use of images and captions.
• Visualising elements in a text (for example drawing an event or
character from a text read aloud)
• Making links between events in a text and students’ own
experiences
• Continuing visits from O.T. Olivia (demonstrations and upskilling
teachers), working on pencil grip, core strength and body
position when writing. See pics below - cheese and mouse game
/ racing track game
• Working towards spelling all 20 RED words.
• Segmenting words into individual sounds and recording letters
to represent these.
• Learning about the structure of narratives.
• Planning, composing and writing simple narratives.
What Can I Do To Be Healthy?
• Understanding the importance of personal hygiene practices
and describing how body parts grow and change
• Naming trusted people in the community who can help keep us
safe and healthy
• Grouping foods into categories such as food groups and ‘always’
and ‘sometimes’ foods
• Recognising and following safety symbols and procedures at
home and in water and road environments

Grade 1
RRRR

Maths

Reading

Writing

•
•

We are learning the appropriate strategies to seek help.
We are learning about Gender and identify.

•

We are learning to skip count and continue number sequencing by
identifying the patterns.
We are learning division-sharing equally.
We are learning about capacity.
We are learning about using our prior knowledge and making
connections to understand fiction texts.
We are learning the importance of asking questions to inform our
reading.
Building fluency and focussing on blending and segmenting sounds.
Correct letter formations and using dotted thirds.
We are learning to use rhyming words I our poems and learning about
the different types of poems.
We are learning to write procedural texts.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Inquiry

•

We are learning about what is food made from, what can we make
from food and how can we make it safely.

Grade 2

RRRR &
Resilience
Project

Grade Two has been focusing on Respect and Gratitude toward Family as part of The
Resilience Project. Further into Term Three we will be exploring Gender and Identity in
RRRR where we will:
•
Reflect on our own identity: likes, dislikes, strengths
•
Develop an awareness of positive and negative gender norms
•
Challenge negative gender norms
•
Develop an appreciation of difference

Maths

Focus for Grade Two maths this term:
•
Children will begin exploring different strategies to solve multiplication and
division problems, such as using concrete materials and skip counting. We will also
be exploring the connections between multiplication and division in ‘Fact Families.’
•
Later during Term 3, the children will build on their understanding of fractions as
a ‘part of a whole’ and ‘part of a collection.’
•
Geometry and Location (Mapping skills) will also be an important part of our
mathematic learning during this term.
Reading

This term the children will investigate and identify ways that an author creates interest and
engage their readers. In turn, this learning will be used to create texts to engage an audience.

Writing

The genre of Poetry will be our literacy focus this term. We will be exploring the purpose and
structure of poems as well as writing our own. Later during Term 3, the children will focus on
presenting non-fiction information in an engaging and interesting format for an audience.

Inquiry

Spelling: The children are continuing their investigations of different spelling patterns
that represent a common sound. To start us off this term we will focus on words with a
longer / ā / sound. Words such as: gate, train, day, acorn, as well as less common
patterns such as in the words steak, rein, eight, they.
Our unit of inquiry this term has been chosen by popular vote. We will be learning about
Earth in the time of the dinosaurs and following the children’s curiosity and questions.
The children will be supported to consider and learn:
•
•
•
•

What questions will focus our learning?
How can we safely research a topic of interest?
How can we organise our learning in meaningful ways?
How can we present our learning to an audience?

Grade 3/4
RRRR &
Resilience
Project
Maths

Reading

During RRRR lessons, students are learning the importance of help-seeking behaviours as these are fundamental to their
mental health and wellbeing. Encouraging and fostering help-seeking behaviours is one way to improve mental health and
wellbeing. It is imperative to work with students to make sure they are aware of help-seeking avenues and are confident to
seek help from an appropriate source when needed.
Students are developing their understanding and knowledge of place value including whole number and decimal numbers.
Students will explore concepts including ordering, expanding, renaming and rounding decimal and whole numbers.
Students are focusing on succinctly summarising a story. They are learning to focus and explain the following five sections:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Writing

Inquiry

The important details that set the scene, including the setting and characters.
The problem in the story.
The solution to the problem.
How the solution effects the ending.
Naming the ‘Big Idea’ of the story, often around life lessons, ‘Be careful who you trust ’Don’t judge people by the way
they look’.
Students are learning to plan, draft and publish an information report using information researched from books and the
internet to draft and publish their work. This term, students are researching a well known person of interest. For example,
sporting stars, nature conservationists and a range of people that have made positive influences on the world. Students will
then showcase their understanding of this text type by publishing an informative biography on a person of their choosing.
Students are learning to organise their ideas into subheadings followed by topic specific paragraphs.
Exploring the natural and human features of Australia students investigate how Australia can be represented on a map as
states and territories and also as the Countries/Language groups of Indigenous Australians. Students investigate not only the
manmade features of Australia such as cities but also the natural features including rivers, deserts and rainforests.

Grade 5/6
RRRR & The
Resilience
Project
Maths

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reading

•
•

Writing

•

Inquiry

•
•
•
•

Positive Coping Strategies
Help Seeking
Gender and Identity
Decimals and fractions - Students will be comparing, ordering and making connections between
fractions, decimals and percentages.
Number skills - multi-digit multiplication and division activities including multiplying and dividing
fractions and decimals.
Number fluency - daily speedy fact challenges.
Representing and interpreting data - using data collected to assist when solving mathematical
problems.
Poetry and multimodal texts in whole class sessions, including practising inferring to interpret the
author's message.
Literature circle groups – working together to read sections of a text and contribute to deep and
thoughtful discussions as part of their group.
Poetry writing which will link with our reading topic - Students will explore a variety of poems,
literature devices that engage a reader and important features of poetry such as stanzas, rhythm,
rhyme and stresses.
Developing their interviewing and note taking skills
Debating activities – writing and presenting an effective argument
Pre-settlement and settlement of Australia.
This will be followed by a unit of work on the Gold Rush which will be supported by the Grade 5/6
Camp Week 1 of Term 4.

